
About

Laundry service mobile application, designed for users who could not 

able to do laundry by themselves and who cannot make time because 

of their hectic work. this app allows user to book their service slots 

according to their convenient time, also helps to track their order 

status, and customize their service.



Design Process

My Responsibility

This project Responsibility was both the user experience and user 

interface designed End from doing user research . Creating the final 

design and usability tests. Theduration . This project is 12 weeks with our 

company Webtek

Problem Statement

The Individual users find hard to wash their clothes in their busy


schedules and difficult to find good laundry service at their 

doorstep with preferred time

Goal

The goal is to design a hassle-free application where the users


can find the nearest or popular laundry service and book the


slots of their convenience and get their service at doorstep with


added instructions.

User Research

User research focuses on understanding user behaviors, needs, and 

motivations through interviews, surveys, usability evaluations and 

other forms of feedback methodologies.in this I followed the two 

Research.. Methods, 


A — Quantitative Research...


B — Qualitative Research
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Reviews

To make my application better and reliable, I have taken some reviews 

from thecompetitor application to understand the user problem much 

better.
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Quantitative Research

Quantitative user research is best conducted on a product that is already


in existence or when you're completing a final design, it is utilized at the


very beginning or very end of a design cycle. Here I conduct a survey,


competitor analysis, reviews and feature comparison.

Qualitative Research

Qualitative research is defined as a market research method that


focuses on obtaining data through open-ended and conversational


communication. This method is not only about "what" people think


but also "why" they think so.

User Interview

We have interviewed 5 users to understand their main pain points and


needs. Understanding and prioritizing the values and behaviors of


the users is foundational to my process and all UX designs.

Qualitative Questionnaire

How will you search for laundry service?

Mention some key points to be noted while selecting a 

laundryservice?

Can you elaborate on the first laundry service experience?

Can you elaborate on the first laundry service experience?

How will you remember the clothes/checking you gave?

Consider your favorite shirt stained/discolored by laundry 

service?

How will you sort it out?

Do you suggest any special instructions? What are those?

Do you prefer to Pick up service or Self-service? Why?

Consider, they gave wrong clothes instead of yours? How will 

youmanage?

Consider, they gave wrong clothes instead of yours? How will 

youmanage?

Do you prefer any fast laundry service? May I know any 

estimatedtime duration?

Have you faced any other problems with the laundry service? 

Canyou list it out?

Competitor Analysis

Competitive Analysis is a strategic management is an assessment of 

the strengths andweaknesses of current and potential competitors. 

Companies. have established a strong presence in the on-demand 

laundryservices sector . we went through their apps to look at the 

various features they provide and We did aresearch of comparing 8 

mobile apps of which 3 of them are strong.

Survey Data

We conducted an online survey using Google forms to observe any patterns


and similarity. A total of 52+ people taken this survey, which helps me to


frame the problem correctly.

Competitor Analysis

Empathy Map

To empathize with the user, I also created empathy maps for better 

connectivity andunderstanding of the user. It aids in deep and 

better insights of user and here I have mappedthe responses of 

persons what do they Say, Does, Thinks & feels.

User Persona

Based on the research and answers that I got from User interviews I 

started off by creating userpersonas so that I get a clear view of my 

targeted users behavior pattern, needs, goals etc.
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User Journey

Based on the User Research I have created a User journey Map for 

better understand the crucial Pain Points, Challenges, Mindset and 

overall journey which user may encounter while booking a Laundry 

service.

Information Architecture

Information Architecture is a visual representation for users so that 

user can get to know about features and functionality of the product, 

and they could find anything easily.

With All the previous data in mind we are now confident that we are 

standing on solid ground and now we ready to tell our UI Story I Have 

Sketched a Low fidelity wire frames to represents the skeleton of the 

app. I was able tocreate the paper wire frame by taking into 

consideration the user's needs and journey inorder to solve the 

problems. 

User Flow

User Flow A user flow is a visual representation for the user to map out 

each and every step the user takes from the entry point right through 

the final point. User flow is helpful for we to understand how a user 

navigate through the app and what decisions can they possibly make, 

and complete app experience at a holistic level.

Sketching
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UX Case Study

The Laundry App

Promo

We can now clean your 

favorite shoes with 

great care

Try it now

See More

Our service

Wash & Fold Wash & Iron Dry Clean Fast Delivery

Past Orders

Order No : 4565

Order Confirmed

Cost : 57 AED
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